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The proximate cause of the Challenger disaster
On 28 January, 1986 the Challenger took off with a teacher on board and exploded 73
seconds later. The immediate cause of the explosion was a burn through of one of the Orings on one of the solid rocket boosters causing the shuttle Challenger to be ripped apart
at altitude.
The proximate cause was the leakage of two rubber O rings in a segmented solid rocket
booster. The rings has lost their ability to stop hot gas blowby because on the day of
launch they were cold (estimated at 20 degrees F, well below freezing). The ambient
temperature at launch was in the low 30s.
Amazingly the exact cause of the accident was debated for hours the evening before the
launch between Morton Thiokol engineers, managers and NASA managers. Given the
predicted temperatures of 26 degrees F, the engineers were concerned that the O rings
might not be resilient and that there was a history of O ring erosion on the STS during
cool weather launches. This led them to recommend that the STS not launch at these low
temperatures. This was the first no launch recommendation from Morton Thiokol in the
history of the STS. Initially, the Thiokol managers supported the engineers. But under
disbelieving questioning by the NASA managers, the Thiokol managers put on their
management hats, changed their minds and changed the Thiokol recommendation to
launch. The NASA managers were thus mollified and felt justified in approving a launch
with the well known result that Challenger exploded.
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Poor Communication and Poor Ethics
In the investigation that followed a number of contributing factors were identified. First,
NASA managers under pressure to show the STS was reliable had authorized a launch
even though the temperature criteria were outside of the known operational range of the
STS. In a sense the operational mindset had overtaken them. They overruled the
engineers who warned of possible danger. Second, NASA and Morton Thiokol engineers
had known for some time that there were problems with gas blowby through the O-rings.
However, the NASA system ignored these signs and did not calculate the consequences
of a blowby. Third, the NASA communication system by this time was so poor that
senior managers did not know of these potential issues and the NASA administrator for
the first time ever did not go to the Cape for the launch. Thus the great R&D agency
which had done Apollo in a few short years was reduced to an operational agency which
could not even do this job well.
These factors point up issues of communication and ethics. Even though there was great
danger, no one in the system felt empowered to listen and act. The managers ignored the
experts and did not allow multiple ways of checking on these critical systems. There
should have been a communication system whereby the engineers could have spoken to
the NASA managers and caused an independent review of the relevant data (on the
grounds that two independent sets of eyes are better than one). In addition, the engineers
should have been willing to resign over an issue where the stakes were so high. Every
engineer and decision maker needs to understand what is his or her bottom line with
respect to engineering decisions. When the bottom line is crossed, then the ethical choice
is to separate oneself from the decisions. This is fundamentally a question of values based
on integrity, excellence and service. When a critical decision is imminent is too late to
decide on what values are important.

The Technical Design of the STS & the path to a segmented solid rocket design
When President Nixon took office in 1969, NASA funding was already going down (see
Figure 3.3.1).
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Figure 3.3.1: NASA Funding
The first Moon landing occurred in July 1969. The race was won! It was like the dog
that caught the truck. What would it do now? To some extent NASA was caught in a
time warp. NASA felt that after the first lunar landing it should get whatever funding it
needed. In September 1969, a Space Task Group chaired by Vice President Agnew
reported three possible long-range space programs for NASA. The first was a manned
mission to Mars by mid-eighties, an orbiting lunar station and a fifty man Earth orbiting
station served by a reusable shuttle. Funding for this option was $8 to $10 billion/yr.
(Recall that at its peak NASA had received 5 billion/yr.). The second plan postponed
Mars until 1986 and limited funding to $8 billion/yr. The third plan chose only the space
station and shuttle, with annual spending between $4 billion-5.7 billion/yr. However
relative to the long gone days of the early sixties, the mood of the country and of the
President had changed. Nixon came from the Eisenhower mentality that saw the big
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manned effort as stunts. He was also much more interested in promoting cooperation
rather than competition with the Soviets and the Chinese. Further he strongly believed in
frugality in government spending. All these combined to make him cast a skeptical eye
on the NASA requests.
The country also had changed. In 1969, we had reached the Moon. The national mood
was to turn to other issues especially in light of riots in cities, the war in Vietnam, etc.
Flights to the Moon seemed boring. For NASA it was a boom or bust cycle. As a
measure of this, the Congress reorganized the standing space committees out of existence
and Nixon abolished the PSAC. Space became a secondary issue for the political
establishment. Thus the last two Apollo flights were cancelled, the Apollo Application
Program was reduced to one SKYLAB and in a blow to the Air Force the MOL was
cancelled. President Nixon refused to support any of the options that NASA wanted.
There was no congressional support for any big new initiative so NASA started to wither.
It was only the 1972 election that saved something for NASA. The declining population
in the aerospace industry in the big states of California, Texas and Florida forced the
President to approve something for NASA. He chose half of half of option 3. The choice
was for a Space Transportation System (STS), a space truck but the place it was to go to
was cancelled. Thus a space truck to nowhere. It was even worse than that. NASA had
suggested a completely reusable design based around liquid rocket engines. The idea was
to stop throwing away expensive hardware. Nixon would only give them half the money
requested. Thus they did away with the completely reusable design and even worse with
the liquid rocket engines. In a compromise to fit within a fixed $3.2 billion NASA
budget, they chose a non-reusable main tank and worst of all, to make up the thrust they
chose solid rocket motors.
As an aside, Von Braun had said that no human should ever ride on solid rockets. They
were just too dangerous. One in twenty-five blew up due to defects. They could not be
stopped once lighted and thus had the potential for a major loss of life. However, to
reduce development costs, NASA chose to go with solid rockets. In another first, they
chose to go with Morton Thiokol, from the home state of the NASA administrator.
Morton Thiokol was in Utah, which is where it manufactured the solid rocket segments.
However a completed solid rocket would be too big to transport by road to a port to get it
over to Cape Canaveral. Thus it had to be built in segments and integrated at Cape
Canaveral. Thus the seeds were sown for the Challenger disaster of a decade or so away.
As a continuation of the sixties mindset of higher, faster and farther, NASA chose to
develop shuttle main engines which had the highest thrust to weight of any ever built.
They would be wonders of technology. It was argued that each engine would be reusable
for 100 flights and that the shuttle would fly 100 times a year. In the operational phase
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the cost for launch was supposed to be only $10 million a flight. Since its payload was
40000 lbs. To LEO it would give cost of $250/lb to LEO.
However even then some issues were seen. Since the STS could only go to LEO
(~250km) it would have to carry an upper stage for it to be useful for any other obit.
NASA thus sold itself to other organizations to get the support it needed. The Shuttle
payload bay was sized for various military missions as well as the payload carrying
capacity to LEO. It persuaded the Air Force to develop a solid propellant upper stage
(IUS) to put 500 lbs. into LEO. It persuaded McDonnell Douglas to build two upper
stages in return for a monopoly position. These were the PAM-D and PAM-A upper
stages. It also started a cryogenic upper stage based on Centaur technology. NASA was
in the desperate position (as it saw it) of having to do a big project to keep itself going
and it was selling itself to get approval for the big project. The cost projections which
finally sold the administration were based on a large number of flights a year which was
based on a market which did not yet exist- (even today ~50 flights /yr worldwide). Thus
there was a classic chicken-and-egg problem. In retrospect the fundamental problem was
forcing a pioneering technical program to be justified in economic terms. In this sense
there was a huge disconnect between NASA and the administration. Note that Apollo
was never justified on economic terms.

Risk and cost estimates for the Shuttle
The facts are that NASA has never managed more than nine STS flights a year, the SME
needed to be replaced every flight and the cost estimates per launch range from $80
million to $500 million. There are three ways to estimate cost. The first is to take the
total amount spent so far on STS and divide by the number of flights. This gives about
$500 million/yr. The second is to take the annual amount in the NASA budget and divide
by the annual flight rate. This gives about $250 million/yr. The last is to ask how much
is saved when an STS flight is cancelled. This is about $80 million/yr. This last figure is
telling since what are saved are only the consumables. Most of the cost is in the standing
army necessary to operate and maintain the shuttle. This cost and the low reliability of
the shuttle were not appreciated in the initial estimates. There was also some specious
thinking at NASA about markets and either wishful thinking or an underappreciation of
the difficulty of developing a new engine. The new engine contributed to the delays of
the first STS launch until 1981 and have contributed greatly to the poor reliability of the
STS. A truck it is not, it is much more like a finely tuned racecar.
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Figure 3.3.1: NASA Funding
In 1977, NASA projected that the shuttle would fly 600 times in the first eleven years of
operation. The failure rate was estimated at 1 in 10,000 flights and the reliability (i.e.
ability to take off on time) was estimated at 98%. The total cost of developing the shuttle
in 1972 was estimated at $8 billion with each new orbiter costing $250 million to build.
The first test flight was scheduled for early 1978. The Shuttle was designed to DOD
requirements to place reconnaissance satellites in orbit and retrieve them. Thus both it’s
size and cross range flowed from the intelligence requirements. The facts were very
different. The first shuttle flew on April 12, 1981, three years late mainly due to the
technical requirements and difficulties associated with the Space Shuttle main engine. It
cost $12.6 billion to develop and each orbiter cost almost a billion to produce. The cost
per payload pound is over $10,000. In the years 1983-1994, it only flew seventy times
and this last year (2000) only managed five flights. Far from having a failure rate of 1 in
10,000 it proved (unhappily) to have a failure rate closer to 1 in 25 (although by now it
has become 1 in more than 100). Interestingly this is very close to the historic failure rate
for solid rockets. The STS has taken off on schedule less than 50% of the time, and it
costs $3 billion per year whether it flies or not (primarily for the standing army of support
personnel). It was supposed to be frequent, cheap and manned. Instead, it is occasional,
expensive and manned. How could it have gone so wrong?
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Flawed Space Policy
A fundamental difference with the Apollo experience is in the space policy which drove
the Shuttle. Apollo had a clear simple goal, man on the moon within the decade. In
contrast, the STS was all things to all people. It was initially conceived by NASA as the
“truck” which would carry humans and material to an Earth orbiting space station. It was
also sold as the nation’s primary launch system for all payloads, large and small. It was
supposed to use the economics of reusability and be cheaper to fly than any existing or
future expendable launch vehicle. It was to provide routine and frequent access to space.
It was also to provide and carry orbiting lab facilities until a space station could be built.
These were captured in the Reagan space policy of July 4, 1982 which defined the STS as
the primary space launch system and said that it would be both fully operational and cost
effective in providing routine access to space. The president also believed strongly in the
commercialization of space, a policy that he tried with Landsat and foisted on the STS
and NASA.
Since NASA wanted the STS to be primary US launch vehicle and wanted to justify the
projected high flight rate it had to capture most of the launch market. Thus it got the Air
Force to agree that all future military missiles would fly on the shuttle. The Air Force
also agreed to refurbish the old MOL Space Launch Complex at Vandenberg to have a
site to launch into polar orbit from military missions. It of course required that all NASA
payloads went on the shuttle. Thus the Hubble and Galileo were designed to go up on the
Shuttle. It enticed the commercial customers in two ways. It offered very attractive
prices for the first three years of Shuttle operations. Thus a PAM-D class satellite launch
could be had for $15 million whereas to get the same launch in an Ariane was $30
million and $25 million on Delta. It also pulled it’s payloads from Delta and Atlas.
Since there were now being used less and less but they needed to sustain their
infrastructure, their launch costs rose. Thus Delta cost rose from $5 million a launch in
1970 to $26 million a launch by 1980. NASA also terminated the Delta and Atlas
production lines in 1985. The Air Force did buy some Titan 34D’s and contracted to buy
only a few Titan 4’s but did so over the objections of NASA and agreed to stop doing
this. Thus NASA and the government moved to a one launcher policy driven by the
desire for cost effectiveness. By January 1986, the STS had only flown twenty four times
and had proven to be neither cheap nor reliable. However, so committed was NASA to
the thesis that this was an operational vehicle that after only four test flights they had
declared it an operational vehicle and on the 25th flight they were going to fly a teacher
into space, an event to be watched by millions of schoolchildren. Instead of quick
turnaround what they had found with this “operational” vehicle was that every one of the
17,000 tiles on it needed to be inspected after every flight and every SSME needed to be
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replaced every time. They had also noticed some worrisome erosion in the solid rocket
joints where the segments were put together. Thus each Shuttle, instead of a turnaround
of days, took months to prepare and required a large standing army of people to maintain
it at human flight safety levels (0.99999). How could the 1977 estimates have been so
wrong?
In retrospect, there were a number of factors. There was a deliberate NASA strategy of
getting support for large programs with optimistic operational estimates and low cost
estimates. This is the well known Camel’s nose under the test strategy which basically
relies on getting things going and building supporters who would sustain the program as
the costs mounted. This strategy would be very clear on Station. In addition, the
designers were overly optimistic about the technical process of NASA. Perhaps they
were still living in the glory days of Apollo. In any case they clearly underestimated the
SSME difficulty. Still they seemed to have taken leave of common sense. The SSME is
operated at 109% of total rated thrust. This is at the “red line”. Any mechanic will tell
you that an engine routinely operated at the “red line” will break down frequently. Truck
engines (the model for the STS) work so reliably because they operate far from the
maximum capabilities of the engine. The STS was certified as operational after only 4
flights with the really flight critical part the ascent, being only 8 minutes each. Thus it
was certified after 32 minutes of critical flight. In contrast the F-22 is required to be
tested for a minimum of 183 hours of flight time before Congress authorizes buying the
aircraft. Finally, the historical probability, based on many launches, of solid rocket
failure has been 1 out of 25. How the NASA engineers managed to convince themselves
that the catastrophic failure rate would be 1 in 10,000 when the STS had solid rockets on
it, is hard to rationalize. In retrospect it is clear this was a disaster waiting to happen.

Primary Policy versus Secondary Policy
Another reason for the failure is in primary versus secondary policy. Primary policy
breaks with past decisions and perspectives to meet the nation’s top priorities. It has long
term goals and has organized efforts to achieve them, so for Reagan primary policy was
budget cuts, tax cuts and a huge defense buildup. For Bush primary policy was on the
budget deficits. Primary policy is innovation. By contrast ancillary policy does not solve
identified national problems. It has low grade status and receives limited attention and
funding. Ancillary policy is the policy of continuation. By all these measures, in the
60’s space policy was primary policy. It met the national angst after Sputnik and was
bold and innovative. The Congress clearly bought in and money flowed freely. There
was broad public support and consensus on the goal, which was to show we could beat
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the Soviets. In contrast all the space policy behind all the initiatives was secondary or
ancillary policy. The interest in the space enterprise had declined in the public mind and
there was no consensus between the White House and the Congress on where to go.
There was no Johnson to build the consensus with the Congress. In primary policy the
question is “What should we do?” In ancillary policy, the question becomes “What can
we afford?” and “How can we sell it?” The STS and Space Station decision was marked
by all of these large differences with the Apollo decision. The biggest and clearest way
to see the difference between the two is to look at the difference in funding as a function
of the Federal budget. This is a measure of the importance the administration and
Congress really puts on something. In FY60, the NASA budget was 0.8% of the Federal
budget. In FY66 it was 4.4% of the Federal budget, in FY80 it was back to 0.8% of the
budget, in FY84 (Space Station) it was 0.8% of the budget and actually dropped the next
year to 0.7% of the budget. FY90 (SEI) it was 0.99% of the budget and has since
dropped significantly.

Effects of the Challenger disaster
The Challenger disaster struck the national psyche like Sputnik. It was made all the more
visible by the fact that so many schoolchildren were watching. It plunged the space
program and space policy into a huge crisis. Unhappily, there were several other launch
failures that occurred at about the same time. These included in April 1986, a Titan 34D
at Vandenberg and in May, a NASA Delta rocket that was launched into a thunderstorm.
Could NASA do nothing right! The result was that all launch activity was grounded for
several years while the technical issues were fixed & while the space policy was adjusted.
The consequences of putting all the nation’s eggs in only one major basket now meant
that the US had no reliable means to get to space. The STS was grounded for 31 months
and in that time space policy was transformed and the Air Force, commercial,
international and NASA communities repositioned themselves. Since no launches were
available on US rockets, many commercial satellite contractors turned to Arianespace.
The US market shares of commercial launch plummeted and Ariane took significantly
more than 50% of the free world market. In a sense, the space policy of not allowing the
French to use American rockets which pushed them to develop their own and putting all
the US eggs in the Shuttle basket led directly to Ariane capturing most of the commercial
market. Fortunately, many satellites had been designed to fly on the Shuttle and on the
Ariane. After much debate in the space policy community, it was decided that the Shuttle
would only be used for national security missions and for scientific missions where
human presence was essential. All commercial communication satellites were pushed off
the Shuttle and told to find other rides. This caused chaos in the commercial community
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and pushed them into the arms of Ariane. Of course this policy of using the Shuttle only
when essential is a testament to the fact that it will never be an economic proposition.
The DOD decided that it wanted to move away from the Shuttle and return to a mixed
fleet of ELVs for assured access to space. Thus it cancelled the development of SLC6 at
Vandenberg and restarted the Delta, Centaur and Titan lines. It agreed to buy 20 Deltas,
11 Centaurs and 24 Titans as a deliberate attempt by government policy to kickstart a
dying industry. It also agreed to provide range support for all launches at the ETR and
WTR for only direct costs. Thus the DoD deliberately agreed to subsidize the
commercial space industry.
The NASA scientific satellites were shelved to await the STS return to flights. Thus both
Hubble and Galileo were put in storage to await later launch. In addition, the cryogenic
Centaur upper stage for use from the Shuttle bay was cancelled. It was now seen as just
too dangerous for a rare, high value asset like Shuttle. The direct consequence of this
was that the Galileo mission when it flew would take two more years since there was now
no upper stage to push it directly to Jupiter. In order to get there it would have to do a
flyby past Venus and the Earth twice to get enough delta-v. Since it is an RTG powered
vehicle, this meant that 30 kg of plutonium came flying by the Earth twice to get to
Jupiter. This has had the consequence of inflaming the anti-nuclear movement and
eventually sealed the fate of nuclear power in space. The delays for Galileo and the
Hubble turned out to have interesting consequences. For Hubble, it was fortunate since
problems were discovered with the HST paint that would have been much harder to fix in
orbit and may have limited its utility. For Galileo, it was bad. Galileo was shipped
across the country three times (twice to the Cape and once back). This cross country trip
and long storage led to the loss of lubricant in the high gain antenna which subsequently
led to loss of that system on the way to Jupiter. Finally, NASA abandoned the policy of
flying civilians (i.e. not regular astronauts) in the shuttle. In 1991, the President’s
advisory commission on space found the STS was still in the developmental phase. So
much for operational status!
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